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IBM Application Discovery and Delivery Intelligence

Your go-to application discovery tool to accelerate modernization and transformation
Embrace the hybrid cloud

ADDI gives you a head
start to:

Your essential tool for modernization

– Improve speed and quality of
application changes
– Modernize mission critical
applications
– Accelerate digital
transformation

api
Deep enterprise
application analysis

Auto discovery of
non-relational data

Discover API and
business rule candidates

Accelerate
Git migration

Discover
cryptographic calls

Enterprise-wide application and data analysis across projects

Boost Potential Profitability
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Improve Business Alignment

Accelerate hybrid cloud

Quantum-Safe Protection
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IBM Application Discovery and Delivery Intelligence

Enhance efficiency and productivity with better visibility and insights
Information is the king. The new level of visibility into application empowers decision-makers and developers to manage the
investment and risks of modernization and transformation.
Summary of benefits:

Investment payback

Productivity increase

Cost savings

– ROI of 163% in 3 years

– Developer productivity increased by
20-30%

– Eliminate wasteful activities

– Payback period of under one year
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– Transformation accelerated by 10-20%

– Up to 10% of infrastructure cost retired
through tool consolidation

– Faster integration of new hires and
non-mainframe developers

– Business risk reduced through
automation

Source: The Total Economic Impact™ of IBM ADDI, October 2021, a Forrester Consulting study commissioned by IBM.
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Key features

Ensure current and accurate insights
Increase productivity of
your development and test
teams

Enable application and
data modernization

Automate synchronization between SCM and application analyses

Benefits
– Faster time-to-market with
high quality
– Attract and quickly onboard
new developers

Find relevant code faster and make changes with
confidence

– Reduce time to troubleshoot

Fast local analysis with graphical visualization of relationships between
application components

– Ensure focused test
coverage on areas of high
usage
– Establish enterprise-wide,
cross-projects best practices

Perform root-cause analysis and optimize test execution
Expedite critical initiatives
that reduce business risks

Identify code mapping, potential redundant and low-valued tests

Enforce code quality, coding standards and compliance
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Customize coding rules and perform quality checks on both internal and
external teams
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Key features

Benefits
Increase productivity of
your development and test
teams

Enable application and
data modernization

Modernize z/OS applications to support hybrid cloud
execution
Discover, analyze, and prepare your assets for modernization

– Leverage existing assets to
accelerate modernization
– Accelerate digital
transformation journey
– Seamlessly integrate Z into
your modern DevOps
enterprise-wide practices

Reuse existing assets for the API economy and accelerate
modernization
Find API candidates in existing applications and uncover reuse strategies

Expedite critical initiatives
that reduce business risks
Enable transition to fully leverage open-source technology,
including GIT workflow
Identify clusters of closely related programs and copybooks for SCM
modernization
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Key features

Increase productivity of
your development and test
teams

Enable application and
data modernization

Quantum-safe protection
Discover cryptography used in COBOL applications

Benefits
– Keep bad actors from
harvesting your sensitive data
– Accelerate data modernization
and integrate Z into your data
fabric

Integration with IBM Data Virtualization Manager for z/OS
(DVM)

– Be ready for mandatory
COBOL Compiler update

Quickly discover & virtualize non-relational IBM Z data sources
– Enable an agile response to
business requirements

COBOL compiler upgrade
Expedite critical initiatives
that reduce business risks

Understand application dependencies and identify inefficient code
ahead of time

Business rules discovery
Efficiently discover business logic to externalize and manage in IBM
Operational Decision Manager (ODM)
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How IBM can help

Next steps to progress your application modernization and IT automation on IBM Z
Read the Forrester Total
Economic Impact™ of ADDI

Are you quantum safe? Read
Forrester’s Guide to Quantum
Computing Risks

Schedule a briefing to learn
more

Book a discovery consultation
to explore options for your
organization

Listen to Forrester webinar
on Investments in application
modernization for the cloud
era.

Product Resources

Client Success Stories

Online courses Link

Swedbank empowers their
developers with the insight to
work faster and smarter

Product trial Link

Read the full story

Quantum Safe Redbook Link

Listen to their story

New Use Cases Link

Sun Life accelerates digital
transformation through
modernization
Read the full story
Listen to their story

Product page Link

Accelerate your learning Link
FAQs Link
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Groupama shares how
they accelerated
modernization with ADDI.
Register here
Rabobank understands
complex application
changes while creating an
integrated pipeline Link

Communities and Blogs
IBM Z and LinuxONE
Community Link
What’s new Link
IBM Z and Cloud
Modernization Center Link
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Thank you
Kirk Chadrick
Global Sales Executive, Enterprise DevOps
—
ktchadri@us.ibm.com
Bryan Tang
Product Manager
—
bftang@ca.ibm.com
Mark Indermaur
Product Manager
—
indermaur@us.ibm.com
Allison Gaynor
GTM Product Manager
—
agk@us.ibm.com
Stephanie Marino-Cundari
GTM Product Manager
—
stephanie.marino@ibm.com
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